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CLINICAL IMAGE 
Cytopathology is a clinical division that examines and 
identifies cellular-level diseases. George Nicolas Papanicolaou 
created the discipline in 1928 [1]. In comparison to 
histopathology which studies entire tissues, cytopathology is 
typically based on samples of free cells or tissue fragments. 
Cytopathology is also called, less correctly, "cytology" which 
means "cell analysis". Cytopathology is widely used to 
diagnose illnesses affecting a broad range of body locations, 
mostly to aid with cancer treatment but often in the 
detection of other respiratory disorders and certain 
inflammatory conditions [2-4]. Of starters, the Pap smear, a 
screening technique used to identify precancerous cervical 
lesions which may contribute to cervical cancer, is a popular 
method in cytopathology (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

Cytopathological examinations are often named smear studies as 
the samples can be smeared for eventual staining and 
microscopic inspection via a glass microscope slide. Cytology 
samples may also be processed in many forms, including 
cytocentrifugation. Different forms of smear checks can also be 
used to detect cancer. This is called a cytological smear in this 
context. 
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Figure 1: Cytopathological examinations. 
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